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Currency 1.0: precious metal coins

What is a Bitcoin? 

How does it differ from earlier currencies?



Currency 2.0: Private IOUs redeemable for precious metal coin



Currency 2.1: Government IOUs redeemable for precious metal coin



IOU NOTHING

Currency 3.0: Government fiat currency

Why does it have a positive value? Why is there real demand for it?

Legal tender, receivability in taxes, inertia once established (case of Somali shilling).



FR notes before and afterFR notes before and afterFR notes before and afterFR notes before and after



Currency 4.0: private digital “IOU nothing”
(authenticity verified by cryptography -- but the value?)

Not a debt contract or liability. Bitcoin isn’t even issued by a business enterprise. Rather, by a program launched as 

a fun project by a community of computer geeks. Who wrote the program? “Satoshi Nakamoto.”



The history of BitcoinThe history of BitcoinThe history of BitcoinThe history of Bitcoin

October 31, 2008 January 3, 2009: First “block” is “mined”

January 12, 2009: First trial transaction recorded

October 5, 2009: First BTC:USD exchange rate published: US$1 = BTC1,309.03

February 6, 2010: BTC:USD exchange market launched

May 22, 2010: BTC10,000 publicly traded for two pizzas

July 17, 2010: MtGox exchange is established



How to purchase Bitcoins
http://www.coindesk.com/information/how-can-i-buy-bitcoins/

• (1) Get a bitcoin ‘wallet’
• “The main options are: (1) a software 

wallet stored on the hard drive of 
your computer, (2) an online, web-
based service or (3) a 'vault' service 
that keeps your bitcoins protected 
offline or multisig[nature] wallet that 
uses a number of keys to protect the 
account.”

• (2) Go to an online exchange to 
purchase BTC and transfer it into 
your wallet.
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What gives a private currency value when it isn’t made 
of precious metal? The IOU model





What gives a private currency value when it isn’t made 
of precious metal? The limited-edition model
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Peak market cap: $16.1m (#10)   Current market cap: $0.1m

http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/freicoin/#charts



Peak market cap: $49.8m (#5)   Current market cap: $0.7m

http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/megacoin/#charts



Peak market cap: $7.1m (#14)   Current market cap: $0.1m

http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/terracoin/#charts



Peak market cap: $7.0m   Current market cap: $0.06m

http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bbqcoin/#charts



Peak market cap: $4.4m   Current market cap: $0.13m

http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/mooncoin/#charts





Bitcoin has “a status of 

quasi-monopoly in the realm 

of digital currencies by 

virtue of its first-mover 

advantage.”

Francois Velde, FRB Chicago

In fact: Bitcoin has a large (although shrinking) market share, but NO monopoly power.  

Entry is open

Bitcoin cannot restrict quantity (which is pre-programmed) to achieve a monopoly price.



“[U]nless BitCoin going can somehow successfully 

differentiate itself from the latecomers [“altcoins”] who 

are about to emerge, the money supply of BitCoin-like 

things is infinite because the cost of production of them 

is infinitesimal.”

“BitCoin is like fiat money, and unlike 18th and 19th 

century Yap stone money, in that its cost of production 

is zero.”

Brad DeLong, UC Berkeley

In fact: Bitcoin is as well differentiated from altcoins as the US dollar is from the Zimbabwe dollar.

Hyperexpansion of the volume of Z$ does not erode the value of US$.

Cost of production of the marginal altcoin is nearly infinitesimal, yes, but that means only that its value

is nearly zero. It doesn’t erode the value of Bitcoin.

Bitcoin’s “cost of production” is not zero in the sense that additional Bitcoins could be gratuitously

produced. The volume of Bitcoins is on a pre-programmed path.



http://www.cryptocoincharts.info/main/priceBoxes23 Sept. 2015




